GETTING STARTED E-BOOK

Hello
I'm so pleased you'll be joining me on the
KICKSTART Your Thyroid Wellness Lifestyle
Challenge!
I'm a big advocate for the odd 30 day
challenge throughout the year to re-focus,
reign in those sneaky bad habits, simply feel
'well' and to kickstart a lifestyle approach to
thyroid health!
This challenge is about WELLNESS. This can
mean different things to different people but
for the sake of this challenge, we will be
focussing on physical and mental wellness.
We will do this by eating thyroid friendly
food, re-framing our minds and if you'd like,
support your body & emotions with essential
oils. These are all things that can become
part of a lifestyle approach.
Enjoy the group aspect too in the Facebook
Group as you'll find inspiration and support
from other participants. It's the 'hub'.
If you'd like to book a private coaching
session package with me, please email me on
annabel@annabelbateman.com
Enjoy,
Annabel x
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Disclaimer
This coaching program is not designed to constitute medical or
nutritional advice.
There is nothing in this coaching program that diagnoses, treats,
prevents or cures thyroid diseases of any kind.
Please consult your health care practitioner before starting to
check it's appropriate for you.
This is a coaching style program designed to help you kickstart a
lifestyle approach to living with thyroid issues. It is not treatment
of any kind.
This program is NOT intended to replace medication.
Using essential oils is not intended to diagnose, treat, prevent or
cure thyroid diseases or symptoms of any kind.
Get your thyroid health checked, including blood tests on a
regular basis as advised by your health practitioner to actively
manage your health.
Recipes and meal ideas are designed to help you on a practical
level change your diet. If you need a specific dietary plan, please
consult an appropriate health practitioner.
In participating in this coaching program you are empowering
yourself to take personal responsibility for your health - well
done!
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The Format
Challenge Ebook
This e-book you're reading has all the information you need to get
started on the challenge! If you have any questions at all, please
don't hesitate to email or message me. I want you to be set up for
success.
Daily Emails
You will receive a daily email with information relevant to the day
ahead - recipe ideas, affirmation and essential oil tip.
You will also receive a weekly email on a Sunday to help you set
your expectations for the week ahead.
Facebook Group
This is the hub. You can ask questions, share recipes. Please
engage and help to support each other. Join here.
Live videos
From time to time I'll host a Facebook live or arrange a zoom
discussion.
Recipes
Some suggestions follow for what to eat at breakfast, lunch and
dinner are provided, together with some tips to help you prepare
well for the challenge. These are meant as a guide. You can mix &
match, there is no set meal plan. Recipes will also be in the daily
emails.
These are suggestions not prescriptive. You will find it easier if you
have a copy of my cookbook, What Annabel Cooks but it's not
required ;-)
I have set up a recipe category called '30 Day Wellness Challenge'
with all my recipes that you can use for this challenge on
whatannabelcooks.com
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Real Food
WHAT DO I EAT?

For the next 30 days we are going back to basics and giving our
bodies the chance to 'rest' from needing to digest foods that
are common thyroid triggers and are typically inflammatory.
Not everyone will have issues with the foods that we are
avoiding but many of us will, even if we don't know it! For some
there may be other foods you might want to consider removing
either now or down the track. See the note on the AutoImmune Protocol.
If you would like more information about WHY to avoid these
foods, the book 'It Starts with Food' by Melissa & Dallas Hartwig
is a great read. 'Grain Brain' by Dr David Perlmutter is another.
Dr Isabella Wentz (The Thyroid Pharmacist) talks a lot on her
website and books too about foods that trigger thyroid issues.
In the end what you choose to eat for the 30 days is up to you.
You decide if you want to focus on 1 or 2 things or all. You
might not think your body has an issue with a certain food but I
challenge you to cut it out for the 30 days and then reintroduce
it and see. It can be hard (we will talk in the emails about
withdrawals and detoxing!).
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Enjoy
THE FOODS TO ENJOY THIS MONTH
All meats - red meats, chicken, fish etc. Try to avoid
processed meats eg bacon, salami, hams
All vegetables (except white potato).
Fruits - try not to eat fruit all day as we are trying to
break the 'sweet' cravings. If you focus on the
lower sugar fruits like berries, that would be best.
Fats - use good quality fats like coconut oil,
macadamia oil, avocado, nuts.
Nuts & seeds* - again, don't go overboard.
Eggs*
*see note on next page re Auto Immune Protocol.
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Avoid
THE FOODS TO AVOID THIS MONTH
ALL grains - wheat, barely, oats, rye, spelt, rice, quinoa
etc
Gluten - it can be hidden in many packaged foods.
Dairy - milk, cheese, yoghurt, ice cream! (This is my
hardest to eliminate... dairy!)
Sugars - all natural and artificial sugars - honey, maple
syrup, agave, xylitol, stevia etc (In the end sweet is sweet
and we want to break the 'sweet' addiction)
Legumes - beans, pulses (snow peas, fresh beans are ok)
Alcohol.... sorry!
*NOTE: Some people with autoimmune disease do best
initially on the full Auto-Immune Protocol/Paleo diet
(AIP). The AIP cuts out the above PLUS removes eggs,
nuts, seeds and nightshades. Whilst I've included them
for this program, be aware of these and if you don't feel
better, it might be worth exploring the AIP further.

Don't worry you'll be surprised how many
delicious meals you will eat without these
things!!
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Recipes
Enjoy the opportunity to try new recipes during the challenge.
Remember, this is about kickstarting a lifestyle, not about
following a prescriptive diet meal plan. You will get a daily recipe
in the emails and please share your favourites in the group!

WHAT ANNABEL COOKS COOKBOOK
The recipes in my cookbook at
gluten, grain and dairy free. Most
are suitable for this challenge. I've
found that those that do the
challenge and own my cookbook
find it a simple way to get started.
Available as a softcover: $30 or as
an ebook for $14.95 from
annabelbateman.com/shop

WHATANNABELCOOKS.COM

There are a number of recipes available for free on my webiste,
whatannabelcooks.com - there is a category called '30 Day
Challenge'. Start there! Most of the recipes shared in this ebook
are from whatannabelcooks.com

OTHER WEBSITES

Here are some other ways to find suitable recipes....
- search for 'paleo' recipes
- Whole30.com
- quirkycooking.com.au (I like the book Life Changing Food)
- irenamacri.com
- Pete Evans & Luke Hines have great paleo recipes.
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Simple Swaps
IT'S NOT AS HARD AS IT SEEMS
If eating gluten and grain free is completely new to you,
you'll find these simple swaps worth a try.

SWAP PASTA FOR VEGGIE NOODLES
Use zucchini, carrot,
beetroot, sweet potato
'noodles' as a 'base' for any
curry or soup - as a simple
pasta swap.

SWAP RICE FOR CAULIFLOWER RICE
Use cauliflower or broccoli (or
both!) as a swap for rice.
Chop in a Thermomix, food
processor or with a knife! You
can steam or stir fry. Try the
recipe on p36 of What
Annabel Cooks

SWAP BREAD FOR TURMERIC BREAD
This turmeric cauliflower
bread makes for a great
sandwich, toast or even a
'pizza' base. I highly
recommend making a batch
before you start. Freezes
well.
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Staples
These are a few things that I have on hand most of the time, and
especially whilst doing the challenge. It's a good idea to make/buy
these before you start.
Turmeric Cauliflower Bread - use as toast, bread - suitable for all
meals!
Chicken Stock/Broth/Soup (same thing, called different names.
Bone broth is gut healing and can be drunk as a snack, a light meal,
added to your cooking or add some shredded chicken & kelp noodles
to make a soup.
Dairy Free 'Parmesan Cheese' - this is a tasty condiment that can
easily be added to many different meals.
Cauliflower 'Rice'. You can easily make your own or buy prechopped from the supermarket. To cook you can steam, microwave,
stir fry.
Zucchini Noodles. You will need a spiraliser to make these, or you
can buy them pre-cut at the supermarket.
Paleo Muesli - makes a yummy breakfast or snack. See Breakfast
section for some recipes.
Cashew 'Cheese' - you can make - just search online for a recipe, or
buy from your local health food shop. It's pricy but makes a yummy
condiment, dip or salad dressing if you water it down.
Beef Jerky - I love a good protein snack. You can make or buy - if you
buy check ingredients as it's easy for sugar and gluten to be added to
commercial jerky.
Kombucha or Water Kefir - to drink when you want something other
than water! Sparkling water with a drop of a citrus essential oil is also
nice.
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Breakfast Ideas
RE-THINK BREAKFAST!
It's time to re-think what you 'normally' eat for breakfast especially if you're a cereal and toast person - although, you can
make some swaps! Here are some ideas for breakfasts.

START WITH CELERY JUICE
For a number of years now I've started my day with celery juice. I
started doing this after reading about celery juicing in a book by
Anthony William and have been doing it ever since.
I've found it a really cleansing way to start the day, get my
digestive system going and keeps me regular ;-)
TIPS
Only celery juice!
Nothing added.
I have it 45-60 min
after I take my
thyroid meds then
nothing after the
juice for 30 min.
Juiced not blended,
ie don't drink the
pulp.
It's much easier to
chop it up at the
beginning of the
week - not daily!
The juice really
tastes pretty good!!
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Breakfast Ideas
GRAIN FREE MUESLI
This recipe is a guide - honestly each time I make muesli it's slightly
different. Just think a mix of coconut, nuts and seeds, tossed in
coconut oil and roasted. Served with some coconut yoghurt or
almond milk. Click on the links or images for the recipes.
Turmeric & Coconut Muesli

Warm Turmeric Porridge

The 11 Nut & Seed muesli recipe on page 54 of What Annabel Cooks
is very popular too.
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LEIGH'S 15 MINUTE BREAKFAST
Doing a good breakfast cook-up doesn't have to take forever
and can be a great way of using up the left-overs in the fridge.
My husband, Leigh did this guest post a few years ago, but it
remains a goody!
15 min breakfast
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PANCAKES!
Yes I said pancakes!! Although I find it best not to have these
too often - for me having a sweet breakfast sets me up for
sweet cravings during the day. Might be a Sunday special!
2 ingredient pancakes

OTHER BREAKFAST IDEAS
Leftover dinners make for a great breakfast or lunch! Don't be
afraid to have dinner for breakie.
Sweet Potato Pizzatta (What Annabel Cooks p70) with an egg.
Turmeric Cauliflower Bread - toasted with an egg.
Basic omelette with hot smoked salmon, asparagus and dairy
free parmesan.
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Lunch Ideas
Really lunches and dinners could be interchangeable and it's
pretty common to eat leftover dinners for lunch - or with a
variation. I often have 'breakfast' foods for lunch too! I guess it's
a total mix & match depending on your lifestyle and perhaps
were you eat your various meals!

XXX AND SALAD
This is an easy style of lunch - see the section on fabulous salads.
You can make a quick salad, grab a premade salad bag from the
supermarket or make extra at dinner to have for lunch the next
day. Add protein of your choice eg an egg, hot smoked salmon,
chicken, pulled pork etc and Voila! Lunch!

CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP
Made the Easy Chicken Soup recipe (which is the same as
chicken stock/bone broth) and add some shredded chicken,
veggies and keep noodles. (or see p 76 What Annabel Cooks)
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Fabulous Salads
AVOID BORING SALADS!
A key to success in this challenge when
you're cutting out the carbs is to really
increase your vegetable intake. One of
the best ways to do this is to get good
at making fabulous salads, not the
boring 80s ice berg, circle carrots and
chunks of tomato ones - fabulous,
interesting, tasty ones you will LOVE to
eat!
For more info www.whatannabelcooks.com/interesting-salads

STEP 1: CHOOSE YOUR GREENS

STEP 2: ADD SOME COLOUR
purple cabbage
tomato
beetroot
radish
carrot
sweet potato
fruit
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STEP 3: CUT YOUR VEGETABLES
DIFFERENTLY.
It’s amazing how something as simple as changing carrot
rounds into strips or grating your zucchini can be to making
your salads interesting. I love to use my vegetable peelers –
especially the blue one for finely shredding cabbage & the
green one for julienning or my spiraliser. They really make the
different shapes and textures of the salad more appealing.

STEP 4: ADD TEXTURE.
I love both something
soft/smooth like avocado, feta,
roasted sweet potato in my salads
as well as crunch eg raw
carrots/beets, nuts, seeds,
buckinis, snow peas. I do add
sweet potato a lot to my salads!!

STEP 5: ADD DRESSING
Use some good quality oil
(macadamia, olive or pumpkin seed),
add some Dairy free pesto and or
cashew cheese, add lemon juice or 1-2
drops of doTERRA essential oils eg
lemon, black pepper, lime, S&P, stir
and water down if you’re wanting a
thinner dressing.
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Dinner Ideas
Here are some of my favourite dinners. There are a lot of dinner
recipes in the What Annabel Cooks Cookbook too.
My general approach to dinner is what protein do I feel like?
Then what vegetables do I want to put with it? Will I roast? Stir
fry? Make a salad. If you keep it simple... meat and 3 veg, you
can't really go wrong.

LEMONGRASS PULLED PORK
You can serve this in a few ways - in lettuce cups for a 'taco', on a
salad or with cauliflower rice.
There is a different pulled pork recipe in What Annabel Cooks
p104 that's one of the most popular in the cookbook!
Lemongrass Pulled Pork
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SLOW ROASTED LAMB SHOULDER WITH
KALE SALAD
click image for recipe

There is also a slow roasted lamb with rosemary spice crust
recipe on page 106 of What Annabel Cooks.

LEMON ROASTED CHICKEN
Serve on a bed of roasted vegetables. Click image for recipe.
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TURKEY MEATBALLS
This recipe can be found here or on page 100 of What
Annabel Cooks. These make a great lunch too and can be
eaten hot or cold.
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PESTO SALMON ON AN AVOCADO
GREEN SALAD.
Spread a generous amount of pesto on a cooked piece of
salmon and serve it with a green salad of avocado, spinach,
sprouts and asparagus.

OTHER DINNER IDEAS
Grab a Pete Evan's jar of butter chicken and make a
chicken curry to serve on a handful of greens and/or
cauliflower rice
BBQ a steak. Serve with oven roasted mushrooms, sweet
potato and greens.
Panfry a piece of fish, roast some sweet potato and serve
with salad.
Gluten Free KFC (switch the buttermilk for coconut milk...
or omit)
Wrapped pesto chicken: What Annabel Cooks p96
Mediterranean chicken: What Annabel Cooks p94
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Snack Ideas
What I often find, both with myself and from what other people
who have done the challenge have said, is, that after the first
week or so the 'need' for snacks reduces. Having said that here
are some good 'go-to' snack ideas to have up your sleeve:
Jerky - I love a protein snack. I like the hard stick jerky as I have
to really chew!
Hard Boiled Eggs - why not cook up a few at a time?
Nuts & Seeds - be careful not to overdo especially if your gut
really need to heal. They are avoided on the auto immune
protocol so eat with caution.
Veggies & Cashew Cheese
Medjool Dates - I keep them in the freezer - they are hard and a
bit like eating caramel. Be careful about over-doing these.
'Nice-Cream' - chopped frozen banana blitzed in a
thermomix/blender makes a super yummy icecream that's just
banana - it is still sweet though, so try to save for special
occasions.
Bliss Balls - try these Apple & Cinnamon (nut free) ones... again
still sweet, so eat with caution.
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Handy Tools
TOOLS I USE DAILY
Here are a few of the tools that I use all the time in my kitchen
to help with eating clean and feeling well! You certainly don't
need them to do the challenge, but it can make life in the
kitchen easier!

THERMOMIX

I use my Thermomix multiple times a day - smoothies, chopping
vegetables, making pesto/mayonnaise etc. A good high speed
blender instead can also be very handy.

SPIRALISER

Perfect for making vegetable noodles as
spaghetti replacments, salads & soups.
You can even make crispy sweet potatoes
with this, adding great texture. Perfect for
bulk zoodling!

VEGETABLE PEELERS

Different peelers - julienne (does great
veggie strips), shredder (think cabbage,
sliced sweet potato) and regular peeler
(sharp enough to peel a pumpkin)
* Available at various places online eg
eBay.
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Preparation
THE KEY TO YOUR SUCCESS
I'm a firm believer that the KEY to success is PREPARATION.
If you are prepared, have great food options in your
fridge/lunchbox, you are set up for success.
Here are a few specific tips to help you prepare for the start of
the challenge:
Get a notebook that you can use during the month. Make
notes, record changes, write recipes etc. A handy resource to
look back on at the end!
Try not to go overboard with the 'avoid' foods in the lead
up to the challenge, it will make the initial 'withdrawal' stage so
much harder.
Physically remove from your pantry foods you are
avoiding - literally pack them into a box, particularly things like
chocolate, chips or whatever your weakness is, it's too tempting
if every time you open the pantry or the fridge it's there
taunting you.
The weekend before the start head to your local farmers
markets and stock up on fresh food! Have fun... try new veggies.
When you bring all your fruit & veg home - wash it, chop
it, prepare it so that it's easy to either snack on or cook up.
Spending that time to be organised will make an enormous
difference when you're hungry and need to grab something
quickly before you go digging in that box of packed away foods!
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Preparation
CONTINUED
If you can enlist your partner to do the challenge with you,
you'll find the whole process so much easier! Not only will you get
support from the group then but from them too. In the past
challenge, many partners participated passively too!
If you are someone who likes to plan out all your meals,
spend the time to do that. I've worked out over time that that's
simply not me, I feel too restricted and takes me back to all my
dieting days. Cook up some of the 'staples' to have ready to go.
Find some fresh recipes - I will be posting many recipes as
we go along and have a lot on the website already under the
category '30 Day Wellness Challenge'.
Be clear as to WHY these lifestyle changes will benefit you.
Go back to the recommended reading at the start. You might also
like to listen to episodes 10, 13 & 15 of the Let's Talk Thyroid
Podcast.
Print the printables sent in the getting started email.
Decide how you need to exercise CALM and self-care this
month.
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Expectations
Don't be surprised to find this challenge... well challenging! If it
was easy, we'd be doing it already. In the weekly emails we will
cover what to expect physically & mentally in the coming week.
To help you prepare mentally though, here are a few things to
look out for, especially in the first week or so:
Withdrawal symptoms - headaches, grumpyness, cravings,
tiredness
Expect to feel a bit ripped off initially if you are out and not
'enjoying' the foods (or drinks!) you usually would be.
Expect it to take a bit more time, planning, shopping, cooking
until you get the hang of it.
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Mindset
DAILY AFFIRMATIONS

Mindset Matters!
It seems pretty common for those of us with thyroid issues to be
the type of person that heaps pressure on ourselves. We tend to
be the person who has never 'got there', who doesn't rest enough
and thinks that we can always do better. I get it, it's me too.
We need to start stepping back. Whilst we can't give ourselves and
personality change, we can think about whether our mindset has
a negative impact on our health.
The way we think and approach life is complex, and saying a few
affirmations isn't the total solution, however, think of the daily
affirmations in this challenge as a catalyst to challenging your
thinking.
Make small steps towards changing your thoughts and self-talk
and to, over time reducing the pressure you place on yourself and
reducing your stress.
I will share a daily affirmation in the emails/group but feel free to
write your own.
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Lifestyle
LITTLE CHANGES MATTER MOST

As I said at the beginning, those of us with thyroid issues
generally have them for life. We need to take a long-term lifestyle
approach, often alongside medication (as advised by your doctor)
to help us feel better.
Consider this coaching program as a KICKSTART, a beginning, an
opportunity to try a few different things and see how you feel.
Some things you'll want to keep doing, others you won't. That's
ok.
We all have to take personal responsibility for our own thyroid
journey and if you're anything like me, that will mean considering
yourself as your own personal experiment! We will be constantly
learning, trying, assessing and starting again, that's ok.
There are no quick fixes. No magic bullets. No one-size-fits-all. No
one thing that makes all the difference. It's a unique combination
of things that we try. What works now, might not in 6 months
time. What doesn't work now, might in 6 months.
That's why taking a long-term, lifestyle approach is my preferred
approach. I wish it wasn't this way, but it is!
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Essential Oils
COMPLIMENT YOUR EXPERIENCE

I invite you to compliment your experience over the next 30 days
with some essential oils & supplements. This is by no means
necessary but using essential oils & supplements on a regular
basis can be a lovely way to care for your body and emotions.
I have been using doTERRA essential oils & supplements since
2016 as part of my daily routine and I've found that have given me
both confidence in and compassion for myself!
On the next page are a couple of essential oils that I've found
helpful over the years and the supplements I take daily. If you
want to try the supplements, please check with your health
practitioner that they are suitable for your individual needs.
If you already take supplements, why not use this challenge to be
diligent in taking them?
I am a doTERRA 'Wellness Advocate' (like a distributor) so if you
would like to buy any doTERRA products through me, please email
me or purchase via annabelbateman.com. I will receive a
commission if you purchase through me. Thank you ;)
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dōTERRA
Here are some the doTERRA products that I have found supportive
of my thyroid wellness lifestyle over the years.
To order head to www.annabelbateman.com

LIFELONG VITALITY SUPPLEMENT SET
Foundational nutritional supplements.
$115 wholesale

Zendocrine essential oil blend
combines Rosemary, Cilantro,
and Juniper Berry, which make a
great flavouring to add to water to
complement your healthy lifestyle

EMOTIONAL WELLNESS STARTER PACK
5 gorgeous oil blends + a diffuser.
Mood calming and mood lifting. $226.
Digestive Blend, a blend of Anise Seed,
Peppermint Plant, Ginger Root,
Caraway Seed, Coriander Seed,
Tarragon Plant, and Fennel Seed
essential oils.

Add a drop to your water or apply
topically with carrier oil.

Add two drops to water with / after /
before food to promote a feeling of
satisfaction after eating.

$56.67 retail | $42.50 Wholesale

$57 retail | $43 wholesale

Refresh and uplift. Add one or two
drops of Lemon Essential Oil to
water to create a refreshing and
citrusy boost you can reach for
throughout the day.
A great tip to help reduce snack
cravings.
$18 retail | $13.50 wholesale

The perfect companion to a healthy
eating and exercise program, Smart &
Sassy combines Grapefruit, Lemon,
Peppermint, Ginger, and Cinnamon
essential oils to uplift and energise,
while its invigorating aroma helps
stimulate the senses.
Add to water or your diffuser.
$40.67 retail | $30.50 wholesale
Stay Calm & Collected with Adaptiv!
Supports your body, mind and spirit through
life’s more stressful moments.
$40 retail | $30 wholesale
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The End
IS REALLY THE BEGINNING
Having thyroid issues is usually a life-long issue.
Taking a lifestyle approach alongside proper medical advise can
help you FEEL better.
Once you get to the end of the 30 days, the changes you've made,
big and small can continue! You get to choose what you'd like to
keep doing, tweak or try something else.
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YOU'VE
GOT
THIS
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Ready.Set. Go!
LET'S GET STARTED
Well now you've read through this information booklet you
are armed with all you need to get started!
The weekly newsletters will give you more information as we
go along the journey.
As I said at the beginning if there is anything you need from
me, just ask and I'll do what I can!
What you can expect from me during the challenge:
Inspiration
Enouragement
A whole lot of love and support heading your way.
Now, you're ready, just hang in there till Day 1, make sure
you've joined the Facebook group and are ready to go!
Love Annabel x
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